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Post financial crisis, the past ten years have proven miraculous for the
private debt market, matching investor needs seemingly effortlessly. But
what is the lure of these private debt strategies for the institutional investor?
The consensus appears to be unlocking new investment opportunities that
were previously unavailable to boost return.
Private debt, in all its guises, covers a diverse array of options for the
investor. Within this one asset class, investors can gain exposure to
everything from real estate to mortgages, CLO’s to extremely niche areas
such as Energy; all with varying degrees of risk and return possibilities. The
high yield opportunities within private debt are attractive and offer acute
competition to the more traditional fixed income asset classes, moreover,
due to the wide-ranging nature of private debt, it also provides the investor
with the sought-after portfolio diversification.
Seemingly, private debt is proving to be an attractive allocation for
institutional investors but there are challenges, primarily the transparency
and reporting capabilities private debt can provide. Within ‘Alternatives’,
private debt is in fact one of the better asset classes regarding this issue,
BNY Mellon1 note only private equity scores better in this regard. However,
as the need for governance and in turn, risk monitoring increases, an
institutional investor needs more traditional, timely and in-depth reporting
than what is currently standard practise.
What are the private debt options available to the institutional investor,
and how can investors access this asset class effectively. In addition, are
the due diligence processes strong enough for the institutional investor?
Is there enough reporting and granular information available regarding
the investment process? CAMRADATA’s private debt roundtable aims to
examine the opportunities available, the challenges, the innovation taking
place in this asset class and where it can benefit asset owners going
forward.
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Amundi is Europe’s largest asset manager by assets under management and ranks in the top 10
globally. It manages GBP 1.3 trillion of assets across six main investment hubs. Amundi offers its
clients in Europe, Asia-Pacific, the Middle East and the Americas a wealth of market expertise and
a full range of capabilities across the active, passive and real assets investment universes. Clients
also have access to a complete set of services and tools. Headquartered in Paris, Amundi was
listed in November 2015.

Cairn Capital is a specialist alternative credit asset management and advisory firm that focuses
primarily on the European credit market. Cairn Capital was founded in 2004 and is majority owned
by Mediobanca S.p.A.

Thanks to its unique research capabilities and the skills of close to 4,500 team members and
market experts based in 37 countries, Amundi provides retail, institutional and corporate clients
with innovative investment strategies and solutions tailored to their needs, targeted outcomes and
risk profiles.
In October 2018, Amundi announced the launch of an ambitious action plan to strengthen its
Responsible Investment and become 100% ESG by 2021 in its rating, funds management and
voting policy. Currently, Amundi applies targeted exclusion policies to more than GBP 1.2 trillion
of its assets and manages 254 billion in a responsible manner, representing 19% of its assets.

Cairn Capital combines its experience across credit products to build value, with a strong
emphasis on fundamental research, technical analysis and robust risk controls. Cairn Capital aims
to generate high quality returns with an active asset management style within funds and bespoke
managed accounts.
Cairn Capital’s asset management capabilities cover a wide spectrum of credit including risk
transfer, corporate bonds and hybrids, ABS, CLOs, structured credit, syndicated and private
loans and real estate debt. Cairn Capital has assets under management and advice of $4.4bn*.
Cairn Capital has executed seven risk transfer transactions since December 2017 amounting to
approximately $440mn across Cairn Capital commingled funds and managed accounts.
* As at 28 February 2019 - figure includes CLOs managed by Cairn Loan Investments LLP, which is not an affiliate of Cairn Capital,
but it was established by Cairn Capital and Cairn Capital provides support services to it.

Desmond English

Brandon Kufrin

Senior Portfolio Manager, European Loans

Senior Portfolio Manager

Desmond English is a Senior Portfolio Manager with over 24 years’ industry
experience. Prior roles included Director in European Leveraged Loans at
Barclays Capital European Leverage Finance, London, where he was part of
the syndication team working on large European private equity backed LBOs and Corporate
leveraged transactions.

Brandon joined Cairn Capital in 2017 and is a senior portfolio manager focusing
on corporate structured credit, speciality finance, asset-based private credit
and risk transfer transactions with financial institutions. Brandon has over
15 years of financial markets experience in Europe and the US with a specialisation in private
structured credit.

He had also spent three years at Barclays Capital European Leverage Finance arranging,
structuring and executing leveraged loan transactions for European corporate and private equity
clients. He started his career with HSBC where he held various roles over a 12 year period in
acquisition finance including Director of Specialised Finance and Director of Leveraged Capital/
Private Equity both in London and in New York.

Prior to joining Cairn Capital, Brandon spent nine years at Magnetar Capital where he held roles
in portfolio management and trading, which included co-managing Magnetar’s $1.8bn European
credit portfolio. His responsibilities included origination, investment analysis, structuring and
risk management. Prior to Magnetar, Brandon worked for Citco Fund Services, Walter Capital
Management and Royal Bank of Scotland

Desmond holds a BA (Hons) degree in Modern History and Political Science, a Masters in
Development Finance from the University of Birmingham and is registered with the FCA.
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Nick Warmingham, CFA
Managing Director, Private Investments

Prestige Funds
Company Profile
Founded in 2007, Prestige consists of several companies under common ownership and control.
The objective of this enterprise is to provide professional, innovative financial products and services
to a diverse international client base and to deliver consistent, positive investment returns. Prestige is
also committed to continuously improving all areas of its business while empowering and developing
its diverse team of professionals - many of whom come from senior positions within banking, finance
and investment management.
The key strengths of Prestige are People, Processes and Systems. Prestige was established just
months before the largest ever global financial crisis which continues to significantly shape many
aspects of our world today in economic, political and social terms. Since then, and against many
odds, Prestige has successfully launched several businesses and innovative financial products and
services that now employ over 100 professionals in the UK, Malta, Luxembourg and Cayman as well
as raising over USD 1.8 billion. The investor base continues to grow and evolve both geographically
as well as by type, and Prestige now manages significant assets for institutional investors such as
pension funds, family offices and sovereign wealth funds. This is testament to the experience and
dedication of our various teams and the systems and processes developed - enabling innovative
products and services to continue to evolve and assets to grow.

Craig Reeves
Founder
Craig is the Founder of Prestige Asset Management Limited and is a Director and
Founder of Prestige Capital Management Limited, Prestige Fund Management
Limited, Prestige Asset Distribution Limited and Prestige International Marketing
Services Limited and is a Board Director of various international Prestige Funds. He is also a
Director of Nucleus Holdings Limited and is a co-founder and non-executive director of OpenFunds
Investment Services AG. Formerly Managing Director and co-founder of Platinum Capital
Management Limited (an international asset management group).
Formerly Head of Portfolio Management and Asset Allocation at Titan Capital Management Limited
(an international asset management group). Prior experience as a Proprietary Trader at Gaiacorp
Trading Limited (an international asset management group), Proprietary Trader at London Currency
Exchange Limited (a private client / proprietary trading house) and an internship at Bank of America
(London). He has also previously provided retained consultancy services to a large London-based
international family office, a large London-based international stockbroker, a London-based pension
consulting group and a London-based international real estate investment group. He has 25years’
experience in financial services as a professional investment manager, trader and investor of
alternative investments, hedge funds, capital markets and real estate and has written several articles
for various financial publications journals including the AIMA Journal. He has served as a Board
Director on over 20 international Funds.
He graduated with a BA (Hons) in Business Administration from Huddersfield University and a Higher
National Diploma in Business and Finance from University of Greenwich (London). He also attended
the New York Institute of Finance (NYIF) where he studied various financial markets and derivative
trading courses and is also a member of the Chartered Institute for Securities and Investment (CISI).

Nick is a Managing Director specialising in private investments. As part of the
London office’s Pensions and Insurance Practice, he focuses on the construction
of custom private investment portfolios across the illiquid assets spectrum for
both advisory and discretionary clients, and is also a member of Cambridge Associates’ global coinvestment team.
Prior to joining Cambridge Associates in 2014, Nick was an investment manager at Hermes GPE,
where he worked on sourcing and executing private investment opportunities across infrastructure,
growth equity and buyouts. Before joining Hermes GPE, Nick worked at Morgan Stanley, where he
was an associate in the European private markets funds and co-investment team.

Matt Johnston, CFA
Director, MRJ Investment Consultants
Matt Johnston is an independent investment advisor working with fund and solution
buyers across a broad range of asset classes in both public and private markets.
Matt has c. 20 years investment experience and has worked in both the institutional and wholesale
investment channels. Matt worked as a senior investment consultant with PwC, Buck Consultants and
LCP helping Trustees and Corporates set strategic asset allocations, match liabilities, select managers
across numerous asset classes and implement Cashflow Driven Investment strategies. Matt also
worked with Towry (now Tilney) as an investment manager driving fund selection in Asian, Japanese
and Emerging Markets Equity.
In recent years, Matt has been working as an independent investment advisor. Recent engagements
have included building out private markets credit research and buylist construction covering Mid
Market Direct Lending, Real Estate Debt and Infrastructure Debt at Buck Consultants. This project
had a particular focus on helping smaller and medium sized schemes access solutions. Matt has been
engaged by the Border to Coast Local Government Pension Pool to offer independent advice in the
selection of managers for high profile UK equity and Global Equity searches.
Matt also assists asset managers strengthen product articulation through independent evaluation and
peer group benchmarking.
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Daniel Banks
Senior Investment Consultant

Brendan Maton
Freelance Journalist

Daniel joined River and Mercantile in 2010 from Punter Southall where he worked
from 2008. He currently works as an Investment Consultant for clients between
£100m and £5bn, advising on areas including Manager Selection and Strategic
Asset Allocation with a particular focus on matching assets and liabilities in a consistent manner.

A highly experienced financial journalist with an expansive network of contacts
in the UK and across Europe. Brendan has written about pension schemes and
national welfare systems from Finland to Greece for 18 years and understands the
retirement savings industry in each European country.

Daniel currently sits on River and Mercantile’s Investment Strategy Committee, Insurance Investment
Committee, DC Management Committee and Group Investment Committee. He also sits on the
Association of Consulting Actuaries Investment Committee. He splits his time between consulting
with clients including both pension schemes and insurers alongside a focus on R&M’s modelling and
technical capabilities. He has been quoted in a number of publications such as Engaged Investor
and Financial News whilst regularly giving industry talks such as at the Institute of Actuaries Risk and
Investment conference and the ACA Annual conference.

Brendan has interviewed EU commissioners and national ministers; central bankers; pension scheme
heads; insurance chief executives; chief investment officers; actuaries; union officials; professional
and lay trustees.He worked at Financial Times Business for eight years, finally as editor-in-chief of
all international pensions titles. Brendan has spent the last ten years as a freelancer for a number of
publications, including Financial Times, Responsible Investor, Nordic region pensions news and IPE.
He is also Chief webcast host for IPE.

Vasileios Kocheilas
Investment Strategist
Vas joined Santander Asset Management in 2012 and has over 19 years’
experience in fund management across both traditional and alternative strategies,
ranging from thematic research to manager research and portfolio construction/
management. Before joining the business, Vasileios was a Senior Investment Manager at PGGM
Investments, one of the largest pension fund managers in the world, where he was responsible for
building and managing a portfolio of alternative investments in excess of $1bn. Previous experience
includes two years with Credit Agricole Alternative Investments and eight years with State Street
Global Advisors in a variety of roles.
Vasileios started his career as an Equity Analyst and holds an Executive MBA from Cass Business
School, London.

Brendan has acted as conference chair for Financial News, the UK National Association of Pension
Funds, Dutch Investment Professionals Association (VBA), Corestone, Insight Investment, Marcus
Evans, Robeco Asset Management, Sustainable Asset Management (SAM), Towers Watson.
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The challenges and opportunities of Private Debt investing
Prestige, on the other hand, has prospered by meeting the needs of some of Britain’s
small businesses. And although he didn’t see Chinese levels of economic growth here,
Reeves felt cautiously optimistic that “something is going on in the UK.”
Not that Prestige is lending to all and sundry. Reeves claimed that his firm rejected more
than 90% of applications. “That is what all private credit managers say,” replied Matt
Johnston, MRJ Investment Consultants, who has researched and identified private debt
strategies for pension fund consultancies and their clients.
The consultants at the table wanted to know that if Prestige was passing on the great
majority of applications, who was accepting them?
“Some clearly don’t get funded, hence M4 Money has never recovered from 2007 levels,
but FinTech peer-to-peer platforms such as Funding Circle have aggressively moved
into some sectors,” said Reeves. “To them it is often just about volume in a formulaic
process. ‘Computer says yes.’ In some respects they are like a broker on both sides of
the transaction.”
So perhaps even in lending to SMEs, there is lax underwriting behaviour. English said
there were now deals in the European market where covenants “were not worth the
paper they are written on given the size of headroom and flexibility in definitions.”
Although English described current market conditions as “not elegant” and claimed
that pension funds had been “missold” in relation to the characteristics of a lot of debt,
he felt there were still good possibilities in Leveraged Loans and direct lending: “Credit
selection is key; now is a time to proceed cautiously,” he said. “Investors have to ask
themselves: ‘where is my risk attachment?’”

Over the past twelve years to February 2019, Royal Bank of Scotland
has lost 93% of its market capitalisation. Other banks aren’t far behind:
Barclays lost 76%. Much of this reduction is due to shrinkage in the
lending volumes that banks originate as a result of stringent regulatory
changes that have been implemented post-crisis, resulting in the growth
of private credit.

Of the £15-20bn
a month of
British bank
lending, less
than 10% is
getting to the
UK’s SMEs

Not just banks’ market share but their margins have fallen while
the recipients of the transferred business - investments funds and
specialists - are flourishing. These specialists, backed by hefty flows from
institutional investors such as pension funds and insurers, are responsible
for supplying more and more of the direct credit needed by the ‘real
economy’.
This summer a CAMRADATA roundtable met to discuss whether credit – in
the UK, Europe and North America - is actually being oversupplied and
whether asset owners could still find good opportunities by allocating via
private funds.
The discussion began with some germane points on the UK economy by Craig
Reeves, founder of Prestige group of companies, which includes a dedicated
regulated fund manager Capital Management Limited and two main dedicated Finance
Arrangers lending over $2.6bn to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the UK,
including a credit fund specifically for agricultural innovation.
“We have unemployment at the lowest level in 45 years in the UK and government
borrowing at a 20-year low. We have 5.7 million SMEs in the UK and more than two
hundred thousand more created here since the Brexit referendum in 2016,” he said.
“But of the £15-20bn a month of British bank lending, less than 10% is getting to the
UK’s SMEs.”
Des English, senior portfolio manager of Leveraged Loans at Amundi, quipped: “SMEs
have to prove to high street banks that they don’t need the money before they can get
it.”
Reeves blamed the big banks for this failure because they offer consumers rather than
businesses plenty of credit, particularly anyone involved in residential property.

That risk attachment now is in a different place to twenty years ago, long before the
Global Financial Crisis and subsequent opportunities in private credit. The investment
consultants at the CAMRADATA roundtable noted that when credit came to pension
funds’ attention at the start of the century, it was much milder variants.
“Until the widespread adoption of Liability Driven Investment solutions, most smaller
Schemes sought duration in lower risk credit investments to dampen funding risk,”
said Johnston. “Now, private credit offers attractive yield and cashflow characteristics
compared to public markets; valuable attributes as many schemes become cashflow
negative and also continue to have funding shortfalls.”

Credit selection
is key; now is a
time to proceed
cautiously.
Investors have to
ask themselves:
‘where is my risk
attachment?
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So risk transfer is a way to play private credit without competing with the vast sums of
capital pursuing direct lending strategies. Kufrin reckoned it counts as private credit
because these transactions are not placed into the capital markets, so there is no way
for public investors to gain access to the underlying collateral.
Cairn works directly with the banks and specialises in bilateral and club transactions
where their investment team has more ability to negotiate the terms of the transaction.
Relatively high barriers to entry due to the product’s complexity and illiquidity may
explain why there are only about a dozen players alongside Cairn in this market, which
Kufrin estimates to be about $25bn. In 2018, issuance hit a record high of $7.5bn as both
regulators and bank CFOs have embraced the product as an efficient and useful capital
management tool.
“Due to the significant increase in issuance, there is much more scope to be selective in
the current market environment than there was ten years ago,” says Kufrin. “Our latest
fund is fully invested and remains open to further commitments through Q4. Moreover,
the pipeline is perhaps the strongest we’ve seen in recent years with more than ten live
transactions going into the end of Q2.”
Daniel Banks, Head of Investment Strategy at River & Mercantile, said that his firm had
put pension fund clients’ money into risk transfer. One issue that can arise though with
illiquid strategies was when they clash with opportunities for buy-ins. The latter are
becoming more popular as pension funds look to insure their liabilities following strong
asset returns over the last couple of years, but they require ready cash.

Nick Warmingham, managing director at investment firm, Cambridge Associates, added:
“We have come down the risk curve in Europe – US funds were there decades ago.
Initially in Europe, the only private credit that existed was that which could compete for
a place within a private equity allocation – in terms of returns – namely mezzanine or
certain opportunistic (typically distress-oriented) strategies. Now private credit spans the
risk-return spectrum and often has its own strategic allocation.”
To help these clients meet their needs more specifically, Cambridge Associates
segments the private credit universe into three broad categories: capital preservation
(senior debt and mezzanine), return-maximising (capital appreciation and distressed
credit) and opportunistic or niche (credit opportunities and specialty finance) strategies.

What banking
regulators expect
in terms of losses
is often based
on rigid model
assumptions that
result in excessive
conservatism in
the calculation of
regulatory capital
requirements

Where would they categorise Cairn Capital’s risk transfer strategy? Risk transfer, or
regulatory capital relief, is a specialism that has emerged since the global financial crisis.
A risk transfer transaction allows banks to strengthen their balance sheet by taking out
a form of insurance on a portion of the losses on a specific portfolio of loans. Brandon
Kufrin, portfolio manager of the Cairn Capital strategy, explained that banks across
Europe like risk transfer transactions because they improve their return on capital. “Risk
transfer transactions release CET1 regulatory capital which is the most expensive for
banks to hold. Importantly, the transactions do so at a cost of capital that is materially
lower than the bank’s targeted return on equity.”
For Cairn’s clients, on the other side of the transaction, there are equally strong
attractions. Kufrin explained that what banking regulators expect in terms of losses is
often based on rigid model assumptions that result in excessive conservatism in the
calculation of regulatory capital requirements. Cairn Capital specialises in identifying
opportunities where there is a large gap between the regulatory capital requirement and
Cairn Capital’s assessment of the true economic capital required to support a portfolio
of loans within one of the bank’s core lending businesses. Kufrin gave the CAMRADATA
panel an example of the treatment of commercial real estate loans that have a floor in
the regulator’s loss-given-default assumption of 40% despite the loans having a loanto-value of only 50% on prime real estate. Kufrin’s team reckoned 10-15% was a more
realistic loss-given-default assumption for that type of loan portfolio,which subsequently
impacts the pricing of risk and results in a win-win outcome for both the bank and Cairn
Capital’s clients.
“The results are attractive risk-adjusted returns of 9-12%, which are quite interesting
compared to public credit markets,” said Kufrin.

“You need to explain to clients there will often be five plus year-lock ups with some illiquid
strategies,” said Banks. “As what you don’t want is them telling you the next year they
need asset sales immediately in order to execute a buy-in or buy-out and you can’t easily
realise the cash.”
So glide paths and private markets need to be managed with a bit of additional thought
to ensure portfolios do not become too undiversified in illiquid assets. On this point,
English noted that Amundi’s Leveraged Loans 2018 fund has a subscription period
ending in September 2019 after which the fund will be closed to new investors, although
exit is feasible at any time. This provides greater stability protecting existing investors
from the cash drag impact of inflows during the subsequent life of the fund. English said
he was surprised by the low level of knowledge generally about loans: “The market offers
varied points of attachment - you can elect a conservative yield profile of three per cent
or go higher depending on risk appetite even to adopting leverage to enhance returns.”

You can elect
a conservative
yield profile of
three per cent
or go higher
depending on
risk appetite
even to adopting
leverage to
enhance returns
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“Large managers gather assets. Once they are listed, they are ultimately answerable to
shareholders.”
Therefore, Santander prefers best-in-class managers who stick to being good at just
one thing. Kocheilas said its range for target funds was $400m-1.5bn, where it might be
the largest investor with a $100m allocation. Then the Santander fund seeks to monitor
and influence behaviour by taking a place on the advisory committee. It would also club
together with other investors to make sure the manager hears their voice.
“In the case of one manager we were unhappy with, we had to extend the harvest period
because we didn’t want to have our assets sold down. But we told the manager they
wouldn’t get any extra money from us. It was uncomfortable.”
He said that except in such circumstances where it was better to remain, the Santander
fund would instead have asked for a return of its capital.
So how to get comfortable and avoid ugly endings? Kocheilas reckoned it took years for
Santander to locate and secure the best-in-class managers it wanted. Sometimes the
quest ended without success. “For better or worse, it is relationship-based,” said Banks,
adding that in the case of private debt, that was as true for the lenders and their clients
as for the asset owners. “One area that you do need to be more careful is with some of
the newer managers to ensure you are happy with the Operational Due Diligence and
who has control over the different areas of the business and proper governance is in
place,” he said.

This is not just a matter of choosing what kind of return you want. For seasoned experts
and allocators between types of credit, understanding the composition of buying bases
of each asset class is important to understand how their particular fund flows behave.
English noted for example that the US Leveraged Loan Sector was higher-rated in
aggregate (BB) than the smaller European equivalent (B), but the US has circa 25%
of retail money in its buying base, creating greater vulnerability to market-pricing
action related to inflows and outflows. That matters when investors get nervous about
conditions in spite of the US’s higher credit quality.

The US has
circa 25% of
retail money in
its buying base,
creating greater
vulnerability to
market-pricing
action related
to inflows and
outflows

River & Mercantile look to work with their clients straddling liquid and illiquid investments
to ensure that any sizeable holdings of illiquid assets are balanced with more liquid ones,
with any dynamic allocation being done in the most liquid public-markets debt and
equity.
Another allocator at the table was Vasileios Kocheilas, an investment strategist working
with the Santander UK Defined Benefit pension scheme. In keeping with the consultants’
recollection of UK pension fund allocations, Santander used to have numerous schemes
with, in aggregate, 60% of capital in gilts and investment grade credit, and a total asset
size of approximately £7bn. “The allocation was fairly boring,” says Kocheilas. More
unsettling would have been his judgement that this asset mix would not be sufficient
to achieve the ultimate responsibility, which is to make good on £26bn (In future value)
of pension liabilities. However, since the seven schemes came together in 2012, assets
have grown to £12bn today. Part of the success had been down to the very differentiated
approach adopted by the scheme, which has moved away from a traditional, and largely
passive, allocation, towards an eclectic mix of strategies, both liquid and illiquid. A
significant part of that has been a forthright approach to private credit that began with
steering away from the upper and mid-market sections of the market.
“If you say the minimum ticket size [for loans] is $300m, there are only so many
companies you can fund. Things are much easier at the small end,” he said.
But he understood why lots of other asset owners and consultants get drawn to
the biggest names in private debt, who in turn launch mega funds aimed at megacompanies to meet demand.
“It’s not an unreasonable way to proceed, especially if you don’t have inhouse resources.
People take comfort in the brand. But with large houses you end up with multi-strategies,
rarely just one thing,” he said. Indeed, experience had led the Santander team to focus
on smaller managers and smaller deals because they noticed managers ramping up
funds and delaying closing in order to open a new, bigger fund focused on bigger
opportunities. For Kocheilas, this equates to style drift.

In response, Reeves explained that while he retained control of Prestige, there was
separation between Fund and Origination as they operated several European, listed,
regulated vehicles with independent depositories and boards at fund and manager level
as well as credit committees and investment committees to keep watch on him and the
wider business.
This led the CAMRADATA panel to questions about oversupply of private credit and
whether now was a good time to be entering particular strategies.
Kufrin asked if there were distressed debt funds raising money to capitalise on
opportunities that could potentially arise in Private Credit. Reeves noted that the likes of
Ares and Stepstone were out there buying up debt, but the accommodation of central
bankers meant that such specialists hadn’t yet had their day. He warned that many
Italian and other European banks were still carrying significant amounts but surviving.
Banks said he thought it would take a recession to flush out a lot of the zombie
companies.

One area that you
do need to be more
careful is with
some of the newer
managers to ensure
you are happy with
the Operational Due
Diligence and who
has control over the
different areas of
the business and
proper governance
is in place
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Being a trusted
partner,
means being a responsible
partner.

Reeves responded that there are sector recessions every year – it is just they don’t get
widespread attention. For a specialist like Prestige, however, this can entail corporate
action. “We can freeze a corporate bank account in half an hour,” he claimed. “That
often ensues good behaviour and always brings people to the negotiating table.” As a
last resort if absolutely necessary, Reeves will take control of a company - Prestige often
takes business and personal property as collateral into the terms of the loan deal. “But
we don’t usually hold a company for long,” he explains. “That is about having a good
network of specialists to handle those situations.”

Regarding the likelihood of economic contraction ahead, Kufrin noted that his risk
transfer strategy could still deliver 5-6% in a deep recession. “If you earned those kind of
returns in public credit markets in tough times, you would be hailed as a hero,” he said.
Because risk transfer transactions involve sharing risk on portfolios that reside within
bank’s core lending businesses, the strategy generally involves moving up in borrower
quality relative to other segments of the private credit market. This combined with the
lack of mechanisms to protect senior tranches in the structure are drivers of this resilient
return expectation.
And, like Prestige, Cairn has the ability to reject some of the underlying loans from
being included in the referenced portfolio, thereby further enhancing the quality of the
transaction and robustness of the return profile. That is a key part of the underwriting
process and one which allows Cairn to mitigate the risk of adverse selection.
While Prestige and Cairn offer very different strategies in private credit, they both have
the appeal of insulation from the price volatility of public markets. The returns are derived
entirely from contractual cashflows which allows the managers to focus on employing
their deep credit underwriting and structuring expertise without being distracted by price
volatility.
English sees a rosy future for private credit in the medium term as company CFOs
become more aware of these alternative means of financing. “However, at the moment
there is indigestion from an excess supply of capital,” he said. “But the traditional 80/20
split between banks and institutional investors’ supply of credit will continue to alter in
favour of institutional investors over time.”
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Prestige’s selling-point is that even in bad times, businesses need credit and some
sectors will find it harder to get funding. With reference to their two dedicated Agri credit
funds, Reeves says that Britain’s farm productivity is seriously low relative to some other
advanced economies. The pressure to supply more food, alongside other demands such
as energy efficiency and lower waste, means that farmers need to invest to modernise
their methods. The crux for Prestige is to pick the best in this category.

Preparing for tomorrow means integrating financial
and sustainability criteria for a lasting performance.
Since it was founded, Amundi has taken ESG
themes – Environment, Social, Governance – into consideration
and been a pioneer of Socially Responsible Investment.
Now, European leader(1) Amundi is committed to going further:
by 2021, it aims to apply ESG criteria in 100% of its ratings,
investments process and voting policy.
_
amundi.com
#ResponsiblePartner #Ambition2021
For professional clients only. (1) Source: IPE “Top 400 asset managers” published in June 2019 and based on AUM as of end December 2018. In the UK, this promotion
is issued by Amundi Asset Management London Branch, 41 Lothbury, London, EC2R 7HF. This document is not intended for any citizens or residents of the United
States of America or any “U.S. Person” as defined by “Regulation S” of under the US Securities Act of 1933. Amundi Asset Management (“Amundi AM”) is a portfolio
management company authorised by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers in France under number GP-04000036 and subject to limited regulation by the Financial
Conduct Authority (the “FCA”) for the conduct of investment business in the United Kingdom. Amundi AM is entered on the FCA Register under number 401883.
The content of this advertisement is for information purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell. amundi.com. June 2019. |

Risk Transfer
A different approach to Private Debt
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Cairn Capital believes that Risk Transfer is an attractive niche asset class
that can allow investors to generate 9-12% returns by providing capital
solutions for banks on their core portfolios, which have become more capital
intensive in the current regulatory environment. What is Risk Transfer and
why are institutional investors allocating to this space?
Since the global financial crisis, financial regulators have increased the amount of capital
that banks have to hold to support their activities, with a particular focus on the various
credit risks taken by banks. As a result, the assessment of the regulatory capital that
banks are required to hold can be significantly higher than the economic capital needed to
support the risks being taken. This capital inefficiency has led banks to explore alternative
ways in which to manage their balance sheets.
One of the ways in which banks can achieve this is by entering into Risk Transfer
transactions, which reduce the amount of regulatory capital they are required to hold.
Typically the credit risk is transferred by the bank purchasing protection from losses on a
specific portfolio of loans from an investor who is willing to assume the risk in return for
a periodic payment over the life of the agreement, which is usually a fixed margin over
a floating rate. As Risk Transfer transactions are a form of CET1 capital, they tend to be
priced by reference to the bank’s cost of equity, with pricing generally in a range of 9 –
12%, which is derived entirely from contractual cash flows. The below diagram illustrates
the material benefit of a Risk Transfer transaction for the bank.
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Cairn Capital estimates that there were approximately 38 Risk Transfer transactions
referencing over €90 billion in portfolio exposure in 2018, up from €77 billion in 2017,
representing a 17% increase. The Risk Transfer market is primarily driven by European
banks, though we expect issuance to increase over time in North America. Within Europe,
the UK is currently the most active market but there is significant issuance from other
major European markets such as Germany, Switzerland, France and Italy. Collateral types
are varied and include corporate loans (both large and SME), commercial real estate,
agricultural finance, residential mortgages and subscription lines.
The number of investors active in Risk Transfer has grown over the years but currently
remains stable with approximately ten managers (including Cairn Capital) participating in
the market. Investing in Risk Transfer requires specialist experience due to the complexity
of the asset class and processes are often run as small club deals or bilaterally, which
creates the need for managers to bid for large size.

Investor Appeal
1. Attractive returns: targeted gross returns are 9-12% in GBP with a significant margin of
safety to provide a stable return profile.
2. Stable cashflows: Risk Transfer transactions provide regular, scheduled income
distributions and are self-liquidating. As the investments are held at amortised cost until
there is an impairment, the transactions are largely insulated from mark-to-market volatility.

3-5% below cost of tier 1 capital

The underlying loans being underwritten remain with the bank so they can continue to
service those relationships, but the credit risk of the underlying loans is transferred to the
investor via a risk transfer agreement, which is highly negotiated between the bank and
the investor. As it is a synthetic securitisation, the bank maintains borrower relationships
and control over the loans. The bank’s retained exposure to the loans provides alignment
of interest between the bank and investor.
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3. Diversification: Risk Transfer transactions can provide diversification through the number
of borrowers in the portfolio, facility types and collateral exposure. They also provide
access to high quality bank originated portfolios that are otherwise difficult to access in
capital markets.

Risk Transfer compared to other private debt strategies
Corporate Risk Transfer

Direct Lending

Catalyst

Provide capital relief for banks

Disintermediate banks

Typical Borrower
Profile
Number of Borrowers

Core clients of a bank (in Cairn Capital
transactions)
100 – 250 per transaction
Senior revolving credit facilities, term
loans
BBB / BB
9-12%
Structural leverage, information
asymmetry

Underbanked client without access to
capital markets
15 – 40 in portfolio

Asset class performed reasonably well
throughout the global financial crisis

Largely a post-crisis asset class,
particularly in Europe

Typical Facility Type

Source: Cairn Capital. For illustrative purposes only. Estimated based on typical large corporate loan portfolios. CET1 based on
Basel III Monitoring Report, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, March 2018.

Typical Facility Rating
Target Gross Return
Key Risks

Default Track Record

Stretched senior term loans, mezzanine
B
6-8%
Adverse selection, portfolio concentration

CLO Equity
Provide funding solution for banks to
move assets off balance sheet to create
additional lending capacity
Large and medium sized corporates
80-120 per transaction
Mostly term loan B, secured and
unsecured
B
8-13%
Low barriers to entry, limited structural
protection
Asset class experienced significant price
volatility during the global financial crisis,
though hold-to-maturity investors
generally realised positive returns

The junior protection component within such transactions is usually structured as a credit
default swap or financial, guarantee as shown below.
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Bank’s Balance Sheet

5% retention by Bank
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Senior Portfolio Manager
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The investments described are only available to professional clients as defined in the Financial Conduct Authority’s Handbook. Any opinions expressed
reflect the judgment of Cairn Capital at the date and time hereof and are subject to change without notice. Cairn Capital is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. This document is not for distribution to retail clients as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Cairn Capital is an investment adviser registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and is registered as a commodity pool
operator and commodity trading adviser with the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission and is a member of the US National Futures Association.
This document is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an invitation, solicitation or offer to buy or sell any securities or
investment or to enter into any agreement and neither Cairn Capital nor any of its affiliates is soliciting any action based upon this document. This
document is not intended to provide a basis on which to make an investment decision and does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into
account the particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs of individual recipients.
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Private Debt and the new industrial revolution
The global market for private debt funds has been experiencing significant
growth. According to Preqin, 41% of new capital raised by alternative funds
in 2018 went into private debt. Assets under Management globally in private
debt hit a record of USD769 billion in June 2018.
At Prestige Funds, as a private lender with an 12-year track record, we are seeing
unprecedented interest in our brand of secured lending. This has manifested in over 50
site visits from institutional investors this year. But what has been the attraction? And why
did 91% of investors interviewed by Preqin say that private debt met or exceeded their
performance expectations in 2018?
Private debt funds provide investors with a valuable area for diversification at a time when
many investors are seeing government bond yields descending into negative territory.
Lack of performance from other areas of active public market fund management are also
prompting the search for alternatives in credit.

Private debt has
the benefit of
being uncorrelated
to traditional
equity markets
and government
bonds while at the
same time private
debt funds rely
on little to zero
leverage for their
returns

Private debt has the benefit of being uncorrelated to traditional equity markets and
government bonds while at the same time private debt funds rely on little to zero leverage
for their returns. Funds are generally able to provide consistent returns in the 5-8% range
with little to no volatility. Their general consistency of returns also makes them increasingly
attractive and this has led to considerable growth in the sector since 2014, with 80% of
investors planning to increase their allocation to private debt in 2019, according to Preqin
data.1

Correlations - Prestige Funds vs Markets
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Many of our staff have come from the small business lending desks at major banks, and
bring their track records, contacts and experience to bear on our portfolio.
Small business lending requires teams that understand the businesses that are lent to. For
example, our agricultural lending team in Cambridge has deep understanding of farming
businesses and many of the other small firms that operate in a primarily rural economy
while our SME lending team in London has a strong track record in infrastructure,
industrial and commercial enterprises.
Loan sizes (and complexity) will vary, but we have, for example, funded numerous clean
energy projects up and down the country, including a series of biogas installations that are
providing cheaper sources of on-farm energy using food, animal organic farm waste as
fuel – ultimately powering thousands of homes and driving productivity into the business.

Green finance and the role of private debt
From a strategic perspective, green energy projects are providing the UK national grid
with a valuable source of clean energy, but they also give farmers and their surrounding
communities vital access to cheaper sources of energy and make their farms more
efficient.
Green energy finance has emerged as a core area of expertise at Prestige. Given that
farming is the world’s second largest polluter and producer of C02; and both the price
of food staples and energy have more than doubled over the past 20 years, demand for
cheaper on-farm energy solutions and a need to make UK farming more efficient has led
many farmers to look at a range of clean energy projects over the past decade, including
wind energy, solar and biogas (anaerobic digestion). These privately-owned plants are
not only now forming an important source of cheap, on-farm energy, but also pumping
surplus clean energy into the grid.

Demand for
cheaper on-farm
energy solutions
and a need to
make UK farming
more efficient has
led many farmers
to look at a range
of clean energy
projects over the
past decade

As the UK aspires to achieve its 2020 clean energy targets (which includes sourcing up
to 20% of its gas from renewable sources), so privately funded clean energy schemes are
playing a more important role in making our critical farming industry not only more efficient
but also a direct contributor to the battle against climate change. At the same time
organisations such as the United Nations are suggesting that the world needs to produce
up to 50% more food every day over the next 30 years.2

Expertise is our edge
We have raised over USD1.8 billion for private lending in the UK since our inception
in 2007. Over this time, we have broadened our network of contacts and our intrinsic
understanding of the small business landscape. The two Prestige owned firms that act
as dedicated ‘Finance Arrangers’ to our various credit funds have been responsible for
arranging over 15,000 loans to more than 10,000 borrowers representing over GBP2
billion / USD 2.6 billion.

NOTE: As at 05/2019. Past performance is no guide to future results. SOURCE: Prestige Capital Management Limited.

The SME demand for finance
We specialise in lending to small and mid-sized business in the UK, primarily to companies
working in areas such as the rural economy or infrastructure. These are often in segments
of the market that have become increasingly under-banked. In the UK alone we have
seen the impact that the financial crisis of 2008 has had on bank share prices: many large
high street names have never recovered, and with this retraction have come problems for
British businesses.
The retreat of the banks has translated into the closure of branches up and down the
country, many in rural areas. While banks have focused on more predictable lines of credit
like mortgages and credit cards, small businesses and clients requiring specialist or shortterm finance have been neglected.
This could be having a more significant impact on the UK economy, but private lenders
have stepped into the breach. At Prestige, for example, our team consists of over 100
people in two distinct commercial finance companies that carry out the day to day lending
and credit risk monitoring that is still required.
1

2019 Preqin Global Private Debt Report

This is not an investment strategy that a fund manager can enter overnight. It requires a
highly developed grasp of the dynamics of the sector being lent to and the risks that are
within that sector.

Risk management process
At a practical level, our lending uses a multi-layered filtering, profiling and evaluation
process that includes a strategic overview on the part of our investment committee,
encompassing key risk and sector criteria. Loan arrangers are responsible for individual
loan origination and customer approval while any deal also needs to be approved by the
investment manager.
Strict lending criteria are in place and our loans are made on a secured basis - for
example, lending within the UK farming sector is frequently secured against farmland.
Once loans are made the finance team often maintains a continuous active monitoring
process which includes active on-site visits and meetings with larger project / exposures
we lend to.
With UK SMEs representing an increasingly important segment of the UK economy, we
expect private debt will continue to form an important pillar supporting this segment of the
economy, making it more efficient, more productive and a valuable employer of millions of
UK citizens.
2

Food Security and Nutrition in the World, UN FAO, 2018

Written by
Craig Reeves,
Founder
Prestige Funds
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